Egg Box Mobile

What you will need:
- Egg boxes
- Paint, felt tips, crayons or coloured tissue paper
- String
- Stick or branch
- Pencil and blue tack (for making holes in top of egg cups)

Method
1. Cut out the individual cups in the egg box
2. Cut each edge of the cup into a triangle shape to resemble a leaf then slightly bend outwards
3. Paint, colour in or cover in coloured tissue
4. Make holes in the bottom of each cup
5. Cut a piece of string and knot the bottom.
6. Thread on the first cup. Tie another knot in the string about 8/10cm from the first cup. Thread on the second cup on. Repeat for the third cup.
7. Repeat this until you have 3 or 4 strings of cups.
8. Tie each string onto our branch or stick.
9. Cut another piece of string and tie it onto the stick at each end.
10. Your mobile is ready to hang up!